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Release Notes
Issue #

Categor
y

Found
In
Releas
e

Module

278348

Feature
Enhance
ment

N/A

Add &
Edit

266307

Feature
Enhance
ment

N/A

276582

Feature
Enhance
ment

N/A

279453

Feature
Enhance
ment

N/A

282186

Feature
Enhance
ment

N/A
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Title

Release Note

Multi-valued fields using the SORT_SELECTED_VALUES behavior setting only refresh on the update of the issue Previously, multi-valued fields
using this behavior setting
refreshed automatically, after
each user selection. Now, the
sort order of the list is only
updated when the user is
updated, preventing the user's
cursor position within the field
being updated on each mouse
click.;
Administr Even as an administrator, you must now have either read or write permission to a field to see it in the data
Previously all administrative roles
ation
dictionary and list manager
could see all fields in the data
dictionary and the list manager,
irrespective of the permissions on
the field. Now the specific
administrative role must have
permission to see or write to the
area and project to which the
field belongs, before they can
see the field. This is of
importance within multi-tenanted
sites with more than one
administrative role.;
Administr New ability to have a different navigation bar for each user role within the system
This major feature allows any
ation
number of navigation bars to be
configured. Each entry on the
various navigation bars may be
configured to select any one of a
number of functions, including
setting up sub-menus with more
options.;
Database New option to encrypt the properties within the Configuration.properties file
This has been developed
primarily to allow the encryption
of the database password within
the Configuration.properties file.
Set
ENCRYPT_PROPERTIES=YES
to enable the capability of
encrypting property values. Then
use the form <property-name> =
ENC(encrypted-value) to encrypt
any value, A program is provided
to encrypt the values.;
File
The File Import Utility has been extended to support file attachment imports
File attachments may now be
Import
imported using the File Import
(GUI)
Utility, in a similar manner to how
document fields are imported.;
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Module

283120

Feature
Enhance
ment

N/A

File
Import
(GUI)

281994

Feature
Enhance
ment

N/A

General
code
issues

282352

Feature
Enhance
ment

N/A

LDAP

281203

Feature
Enhance
ment

N/A

Quickfind Display information for each type of object being indexed on the Quickfind administration screen

280717

Feature
Enhance
ment

N/A

Search / Change to format of fields output to Microsoft Excel reports
Report

280937

Feature
Enhance
ment
Feature
Enhance
ment

N/A

Search / Excel templates now support .xlsm files (Excel with macros)
Report

N/A

User
New "flat grey" color theme added
Interface
Issues

Feature
Enhance
ment

N/A

User
Improve presentation of related issue displays
Interface
Issues

282064

282366
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Ability to output excel spreadsheet of file import template following Validation which includes all rows & any errors
that are found during validation

"www." within the text of issues now signifies the beginning of a link

LDAP synchronization improvements
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This new feature allows the
markup of import data so that it is
easier to resolve errors in the
import file, and then resubmit the
import file.;
Previously, only text within text
fields that begun with "http://"
was considered as the start of a
link. The software now considers
text that begins with "www." to
also signify the beginning of a
link.;
The LDAP_SYNCHRONIZE task
is now configured using a
properties file. The configuration
file identifies the logging
parameters and log location, as
well as the schedule for
executing the synchronization of
LDAP to the SECURITY_USER
table.;
The Quickfind administration
screen now displays how many
objects of each type are still to be
indexed.;
A new behavior setting named
EXCEL_PRESERVE_LEADING_
ZEROS has been introduced.
This allows the spreadsheet to
retain leading zeroes output. For
example, if the setting is NO,
then when 0001234 is output, the
Excel cell will display 1234. If the
setting is YES, then the Excel cell
will display text as 0001234.;
This is new functionality,
supporting Microsoft Excel .xslm
files;
A new color theme that offers a
set of flat grey colors has been
added to the user interface
themes.;
The rendering of related issue
displays has been improved, with
a thin separator between each
record.;
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Module

247182

Product
Bug

7.0.3

Add &
Edit

283531

Product
Bug

8.0.1

281734

Product
Bug

7.0.10

282513

Product
Bug

7.0.14

282493

Product
Bug

8.0.1

Title

Release Note

The LABEL_WRAP_POSITION behavior setting was used even when ALT_TITLE was defined

The specification for the
ALT_TITLE layout cell attribute is
that it should override any other
formatting of the cell title. The
LABEL_WRAP_POSITION was
taking precedence over the
ALT_TITLE for formatting. This
has been fixed.;
Add & Radio button display type fields were not checked for requiredness, when using the field as a field pushed down to This problem only affected radio
Edit
a modal popup add window
buttons on a parent Add or Edit
screen. If these were required,
and were "pushed down" into a
popup modal add window, they
were not checked for
requiredness. This has been
fixed.;
Administr Error occurred after exporting and importing metadata, caused by a default value on a disabled field
The ExtraView code has been
ation
altered to not allow the deletion
or disabling of a User Defined list
field value if it used as a default
value in either a list or an alias of
the master list. This will prevent
the error seeing during export
and import of the metadata.;
Administr Password Expiration was not working as expected
This was actually working, but
ation
the GUI was misleading. Now
the GUI has a specific radio
button option offering an option to
the administrator to expire the
user's password;
Business Null Pointer Exception occured when referencing a Link Directive within an email rule
An email directive rule similar to:
Rules
if (AREA="Bugs" &&
STATUS="Submitted" &&
SCREEN_NAME="ADD")
{(IACRtoIRLink).ASSIGNED_TO;
};
<== link IACRtoIRLink ==>
AREA="Issue", ID=ALT_ID

281341

Product
Bug

7.0.10

File
Import
(GUI)

Behavior setting OMITTED_USER_IMPORT_COLUMNS has been improved

283583

Product
Bug

8.0.1

File
Import
(GUI)

Error observed when importing text area fields from the File Import Utility, when a text field was greater than
32,000 characters
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caused an exception. This has
been fixed.;
There was a problem with the
implementation in that the user's
home page reports were not
always mapped correctly. This
has been fixed.;
It is possible to create values this
large in a CSV file, so the size
limit for text area fields being
imported has been extended to
100,000 characters;
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Module

273699

Product
Bug

7.0.13

General
code
issues

New data dictionary fields did not always propagate across all nodes in a clustered installation

281202

Product
Bug

7.0.15

General
code
issues

Users are able to see information from a site by using a URL that includes someone else's session information

281823

Product
Bug

7.0.15

General
code
issues

Shortcut Home Page report button text can be changed

282147

Product
Bug

6.6.3

General
code
issues

An upgrade to a site deleted customer inserted metadata translations for non-English languages

282425

Product
Bug

8.0.1

General
code
issues

Google has changed the API for their language translation product

283658

Product
Bug

8.0.1

General
code
issues

Path names to JavaScript in Workspace did not work on every server

281803

Product
Bug

7.0.15
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Layout Error was observed when a field on an embedded layout was not visible for a user role
Rendering
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This was an obscure problem
which only happened
intermittently. This has been
fixed.;
This was an unusual
circumstance, where the Google
indexer managed to index an
active page from an ExtraView
server. This allowed another
user who saw a search result
with this page to see some
information from a site other than
their own. Pages now include a
meta tag to direct search engines
not to index the page.;
It was possible to select and alter
the text on a Home Page shortcut
button. This had no effect on
usability or functionality, but the
button text cannot be altered any
longer.;
This occurred only to metadata
messages created by the
customer in non-English locales.
The problem was fixed so that
these messages are now kept
intact upon executing the
upgrade process.;
With the Google Translate API
version 2, the method of calling
the service has changed.
ExtraView provides a
UserJavaScript method to
provide access to this service
and this has been updated. Note
that the Google Translate API is
no longer a free Google service,
and users of the API must pay
Google directly to use this
service.;
There was a minor error in the
path names to the JavaScript
files within the workspace. On
one customer's site, this resulted
in an error. The path has been
created.;
This only occurred if the
embedded layout contained a
repeating row, the first column
was blank without a cell and the
last column was not visible. The
problem has been fixed.;
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e
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Title

Release Note

282035

Product
Bug

8.0

282490

Product
Bug

7.0.15

Perforce Perforce integration failed to update ExtraView records due to a problem with the RELEASE_STATUS field
Integratio
n

281289

Product
Bug

7.0.5

Search / Historic data filter threw "single row subquery returns more than one row error"
Report

283766

Product
Bug

8.0.1

Sign On SSO connections could not be made with latest release

282179

Product
Bug

7.0.2

User
Custom

Layout Customer had configured a check box such that it could not ever be checked
Rendering

Multiple, different custom reports could not be run in the same session without causing a session expiry

This occurred when the
administrator added a sort
sequence on the values of
checked and unchecked for a
checkbox display type field.
Administrators may no longer
alter the sort sequence for
checkbox fields.;
This issue was caused by a bug
in the ExtraView API that is used
by the P4 integration daemon to
update the RELEASE_STATUS
field to a new value. The update
was clearing the value of the
RELEASE_STATUS field. This
has been fixed.;
This was an obscure problem
where there were multiple issues
with absolutely identical
timestamps of being updated.
This has been fixed.;
A change to the way in which
session cookies were handled
caused SSO connections to not
work with 8.0.1. This has been
fixed.;
This problem has been fixed.;

Count: 32 records
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